Another DAVI BIG BOY
is on its way to
the West Coast !!!
One of the largest
boiler manufacturers
in North America,
located in the West
part of Canada, is
recognized for
massive capacities,
i n n o v a t i v e
technologies.
I ts c u sto m ste e l
forming division is
specialized in the
fabrication of largescale pressure vessel
components and
features steel forming
capacities that are
some of the largest of
their kind.
Davi is extremely proud for being awarded by that leader for the supply of one of the largest
plate roll ever installed in the entire world, the MAV variable axes press-roll which has a prebending capacity of 3600 mm x 180 mm (12ft x 7-1/4) in cold rolling and much more with
hot rolling.
This sale follows one year after the same size sold to one of the leading USA fabricating
company in the west coast of California, Doosan in Korea and to one of the leader of boiler
manufacturing in Cina. Four of the world heaviest and most powerful machines, sold and
delivered by Davi in less than 12 months.
This last sold machine has a bending power of 4.500 metric tons.
The top roll is large more than 1,20 mt. (more than 50) in diameter!
The machine is going to weight 450 tons (almost 1,000,000 lbs)!!!
The monster machine is under manufacturing process at one of the Davi largest facility, in
Italy, and will be finished by the end of the year.
Davi is the market leader worldwide in the manufacture bending machines
including plate rolls, wind tower lines, beam benders, folding machines
and complete flanging lines.
Thanks to more then forty year old history and a highly developed
R&D unit, Davi continues to offer State of the Art CNC technology combined
with years of experience in industrial automation together with components
of absolutely the highest quality (eg. Rexroth, Siemens, Heidenhain, SKF,
etc.). These factors have all contributed to the leadership position that
Davi undisputedly holds today.
Davi subsidiaries or valued business partners worlwide can count on inhouse specialist after sales technical customer service and support unit
(totally independent from sales). Wherever your DAVI machine is in the
world we are only a phone call away.
Nasa, Airbus and Caterpillar have chosen Davi machines, too !
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